















































































! ! Enhanced!LTP;!memory!deficits! Contactin,!Pleiotrophin! TRKA! [33,!34,!39)43,!45,!90]!
PTPγ % rodent! ! ! Anti)depressive!behaviour;!reduced!fear!conditioning!responses!
Contactins!3)6! β)catenin!p13(suc1)! [30,!31,!34,!98]!











Self,!NGL)3,!IL1RAcP! Liprin)α TRKB! [52,!53,!55,!60,!62,!69,!72,!88,!100]!
PTPRO% Chick,!
rodent.
chick. ! Nociceptive!deficits! ! ! [24,!28,!83]!!! Text!in!italics!indicates!where!in!vivo!evidence!is!documented!*! ! Ligands!with!likely!physiological!relevance;!other!in!vitro!interactions!are!seen![57]!
✝ inhibitory!synapse!for!PTPδ!;!excitatory!synapse!for!PTPσ!¶! ! non)cell!autonomous!action!on!neurons,!through!either!PTPζ !expression!on!glia,!or!phosphacan!#! ! PTPδ!binds!more!strongly!to!IL1RacP!than!PTPσ!or!LAR!(ref![69])!!!! !
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